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Wednesday, March 18, 2009

“Love is a snowmobile racing
across the tundra and then
suddenly it ﬂips over, pinning
you underneath. At night, the ice
weasels come.”
~Matt Groening

Album Review:
Invaders Must Die
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller
~ Daily Bull ~

Well! On March 2, The Prodigy’s new album, Invaders
Must Die, was released to
massive fanfare. I didn’t get
it until the following Saturday
(thanks Amazon), but once
I cracked it open, my eardrums were crying tears of
joy. I love it! For those who
may not know, The Prodigy
are one of the highest acclaimed Electronic groups in
the world and have a loyal
following in the tens of millions. Wanna take a spin?
Here’s a rundown of their
newest album so you know
what to look out for.
1. Invaders Must Die: Huge!
What a great way to kick off
their first album since 2004.
A club winner if I do say
so myself. They released a
downloadable sample of
the song late last year, and
the album version is even
better. Will definitely be
...see The Prodigy on back

Want White Teeth? Don’t Sneeze!
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

We in this country have a strange ob- The box that the Crest strips come in is
session with what we look like. We buy really big. It could hold a small loaf of
pieces of cloth soaked with berry juices bread. Instead, it holds 42 little strips
and other unnatural things, then hang
for your top teeth, 42 slightly-smaller
them over our various appendstrips for your bottom teeth,
ages - this is called ‘fashion.’ We
a little blue box to convoy
buy scented goop to rub on our
your forces in, and directions on how best to
heads to make curtains of spent
use them. The rest of the
proteins look less dead - this is
space in the box doesn’t
called ‘being worth it!’ And
really have anything in it, which
some of us buy chemicals
seems stupid. Maybe it’s for
designed to kill everything,
storing all of your sanity
then in a fit of evolutionary
after you lose it trying to
stupidity stick them in our
use the product.
mouths to make our fangs
perfectly white, like snow
See, the directions in the
or marshmallows. Or Klan
small breadbox have a coumembers.
ple of warnings. ‘Avoid eye
I’m talking about Crest Whitcontact!’ they implore, just
estrips - and I’m wonderin case you’re one of those
ing how many people here
people that confuses your
have ever used them. They
eyes with your mouth, or who
stick to your teeth by
doesn’t think that Visene
magic, and little bleach
is good enough. Another
fairies go to work ripping
warning says that applying
the non-white surface clean
off of
the strips may turn your finyour teeth, to make them look more gertips white for a short time, until you
like marshmallows. It’s pretty barbaric, wash them off. Only your fingertips. Apactually, but it all takes place on such a parently the bleach doesn’t whiten your
microscopic level that we don’t think gums, further convincing me that these
things work by magic. Somewhere else
about it that way.
...see The Cresty on back

Funny how it starts feeling like spring after we
just got done being on “Spring” break...

Mr. MTU?!

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller on behalf of the good sisters over at ΘΧΕ

Did. You. Know. Probably not.
Whenever I ask that question, you
can be sure you don’t know. That
way I can tell you. But seriously.
Don’tcha know?

don’t tell them I told you that, nobody is supposed to know.
This year’s Mr. MTU donations are
gonna go to the American Cancer Society. How do you donate?
Well, that’s where I come in. They’ve
got a penny wars sort of deal set
up in the MUB and Fisher from 11
or 12 til 2, MTW. Wait, it’s already
Wednesday! That means you better get down there fast! Donate that
change! Go go go!

Tell us! Tell us! We want to know!
Quiet you munchkins. Ok here’s
the deal. I’m only gonna tell you
cause I think you’re cute. Some of
you. Scratch that, only a few. But
you lucky few, you can spread the
word: Theta Chi Epsilon, those crazy sisters over on Hubble Street,
are once again holding the world- If you get there in time, you’ll notice
famous Mr. MTU competition! Joy! that I am a candidate in this crazy
contest. If I’m in the top 5 of those
Wait, you don’t know what Mr. 8 fine gentlemen listed, I’ll go on
MTU is? Neither did I until I got to the mega Mr. MTU competition,
signed up for it. See, when it held Thursday night, 7:30 pm, in the
comes down to it, Mr. MTU is a DHH study lounge. There you will
courageous attempt at solving the be bombarded with a Yooperwear
world’s ills through kindness and competition, a “talent contest,” and
charity. See, the girls of Theta Chi other quality entertainment. Hit it
Epsilon, they’re actually saints. But up!
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...The Cresty from front

on the package, it says that if you don’t
feel like remembering to apply them
both in the morning and evening, you
can double up - after the first thirty
minutes, just put on another one and
be done for the day.

Sunshine’s Searcher

goes is that you can’t really use your
mouth to its full potential while the
killer bleach molecules are doing their
thing. Talking sort of works. Breathing
works. Smiling and laughing work. But
God forbid you have to sneeze.

Brought to you by
Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks

Fast Food To Make You
Hungry In Class

No. Really.
That last one is a lie. Don’t double-up
Do a voodoo dance to stop it, get
on those things.
your nose cut off, take copious
I decided that, because I have a amounts of cold medicine, it doesn’t
memory like a noodle strainer, I’d do matter - but don’t sneeze. Otherwise
what they suggested and apply my you have a nasty, bleachy piece of
stain-warriors back-to-back. Sure, it sticky plastic hurtling through the air
sounded good, until after I removed and landing somewhere that, like
the second one. Twenty minutes go your eyes, Crest doesn’t want you
by... ow! Random stabbing pain in my to put them. Bleach fairies don’t care
teeth! A little while later... dammit!! if it’s your teeth, your hands, or your
Random stabbing pain in my teeth?! laptop. They just want to kill anything
I’m not having fun, Crest! They tell you that isn’t perfectly white. Just like Klan
on the directions that sensitivity ‘may’ members.
...The Prodigy from front
occur from using the product, but
seriously - what the hell?
getting airplay! 5 stars!
The other warning that they should 2. Omen: A sign of good things to
tuck into the space where your sanity come? I think so. While not quite as
powerful as Invaders Must Die, there
is what I’d like to call “lyrical madness,” which means what little bit of
words there are make the song. A
KING OF ALL COSMOS
HAPPENING PLACE
Madagascar
Nathan “Invincible” Miller
solid 4.5 stars!
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3. Thunder: Takes me back to their
old song Fire from 92’s album Experience. It doesn’t have the slammin’
beats like the first two, and it definitely lacks lyrical madness. For being
a tiny bit repetitive, it gets 3 stars.
4. Colours: This one slips by fairly unnoticed. A bit too chimey for my liking, which I haven’t really liked since
they did Charly. 3 stars.
5. Take Me to the Hospital: I’m assuming they made this one in honor
of their new label, Take Me to the
Hospital. A decent number, it has

some of the same background chirping voice as Always Outnumbered, 8. Omen Reprise: Since when is a
Never Outgunned, but keeps it to- reprise nearly as long as the actual
gether for 4 stars.
song? Might still get played sometime on my show. 3 stars.
6. Warrior’s Dance:
Bass boost this one
9. World’s On Fire: Not
my friend, you’ll
sure what kind of line
not be disap“world’s on fire” is, but
pointed.
Warit didn’t really jive
rior’s Dance =
with me. Came
intensity. And with a
out
sounding
little break about halfmore like, “hairs on
way through, you’ll
fire.” This song is everyhave just enough time
where. 3 stars.
for a breather before
it comes back for
10. Piranha: It’s good,
more. Woop! 4 stars.
and I’m not sure
why. It just clicks, like
7. Run With the Wolves: I almost a bunch
of average guys on a
gave this one a 3, but I went back sports team who can do one thing a
and took a second listen and fell for little better than the rest. When they
a bit of lyrical madness and bass bo- combine their skills, they manage to
nanza. 4 stars it is!
win a few games. And for that, they

ARBYS
LONG JOHN
SILVERS
BIG BOY
MANCHA WOK
BLIMPIE
MCDONALDS
BURGER KING
NATHANS FAMOUS
CARL JRS
PANDA EXPRESS
CHICK-FIL-A
PAPA JOHNS
CULVERS
PIZZA HUT
DAIRY QUEEN
POPEYES
DOMINOS
QDOBA
DUNKIN DONUTS
QUIZNOS
FAZOLIS
RUBYS
HARDEES
SBARRO
HOOTERS
SHAKEYS PIZZA
HOT-N-NOW
SONIC
IHOP
SUBWAY
IN-N-OUT
TACO BELL
JACK IN THE BOX
TACO JOHNS
JIMMY JOHNS
WAFFLE HOUSE
KENTUCKY FRIED
chicken
WENDYS
KRISPY CREME
WHATABURGER
LITTLE CAESARS
WHITE CASTLE

get 4 stars.
11. Stand Up: WOW. If you’ve
never heard a Prodigy song in your
life, they’re basically punk rock and
techno combined. It’s ugly, screamy,
and loud as all hell. Stand Up? It’s
happy! I never saw it coming – it
was like woah. How could a group
who became popular making songs
like Smack My Bitch Up turn around
and have such a peppy hit? Barely
nudging out Invaders Must Die, Stand
Up earns the top pick and 5 sparklin’
stars. Sweetness!
If you’re hankering to hear some of
the best electronic out there, tune
in to my WMTU radio show, every
Saturday night from 7-10 pm. You
can be sure I’ll be playing a ton of
Prodigy this weekend. Do it!

